Trans Canada Highway Breakfast quiz
check boxes for we are:

- wild
- homemaker
- haunted
- homesteading
- okay
- figure skaters
- 30+
- totally in love
- totally here
- employed
- gonna storm
- going to think about doing and maybe going back to bed
- pregnant
- running away

Salle a Diner
Hotel Francoeur

Mel's
brave adventures and makers of things

I miss you

BERLIN MONTREAL

come home
The Belliveau's

A long time ago my great great uncle was very big and strong and beat up the captain of the boat to save the Acadians. They turned the ship around and went back to Canada they hid in the woods in New Brunswick.

Acadians came to Canada from France in the 1600's. They created Acadia a colony of New France. Between 1755-1763 14,000 Acadians were deported by the British. Many died at sea or in New Brunswick.

Acadian Flag

Belliveau Crest

(My grandpa helped create it in 2009)

and then Canada, I had to leave you for love and money.
1. do not swallow your heart behind my back (while I am washing dishes or moving to another country)
2. do not doubt
3. and our hearts will be full scream
4. when you are old I will be too.
5. no naps
6. no maps
i cannot work. i cannot pay. teach me the new music but don't make me dance.
Vesuvius:
A volcano located near the city of Naples, Italy.
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School is out. Love is in.
to get finked.

2 to withhold promised support or participation

and so we are warlords and bureaucrats and police and leaving town.
Looking up dizzy

ROMANTIC CLOUDS

we'll get married and then we'll move... the end

ROME

dear student loans office: this might take a while. sincerely:

21 drawings about trying not to get lost — when the map way home goes everywhere but and there is love and volcanoes to make you runaway to or from. be careful of time and keep your heart painted brave north.
Academy and Estate was published by the Women's Studio Workshop in Rosendale, New York. WSW's programming is made possible with support from the New York State Council on the Arts, a State Agency. This project was funded by the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts.

Special thanks to Ann Kainbach, Tatiana Kellner, Anita Wetzel, Chris Petrone (you rock), the lovely Ashley Limés (of squeaky shoe), the patient and awesome Katie Ford (s.v.p. be my artistic and culinary assistant forever), Jessica Scipione (font and pancake ace) and all the other WSW staff and interns for their technical support and assistance during the production of this book.

I love WSW.

Thanks also to my sassy and gorgeous sister Lauren (bling) Belliveau, my best friend and heart beat Karin Zuppiger, and my pumpkin enthusiast fiancé Joshua Bonnett (secret poet) for letting me draw pictures of them in this book. Lifetime thanks to mom + dad and my glass blowing brother Tim who is made of Dr. Pepper and Doritos. Au revoir Montreal. Tu me manques.

The images in this book were silkscreen printed on Lernox paper. This book is no. [? of ___ copies.
© Elisabeth Belliveau, 2010

elisabeth belliveau